Abstract
Introduction
Traffic prediction is an important item in the transport planning [1] . It is also an indispensable component technology in traffic guidance system. The accuracy of its forecasting results will directly affect the reasonableness of the transport planning, and the correctness of the traffic guidance. Choice of prediction method directly related to the objectives of the forecast results and the accuracy of forecast. Common forecasting methods are often heavy workload, but accuracy is not high.
In recent years, artificial neural networks and genetic algorithms are applied gradually. Neural network model is the network level structure in some rules by a multi-neuron connections. It has many advantages: a strong adaptive capacity and ability to learn, nonlinear mapping capabilities, robustness and fault tolerance. But its essence is gradient search method, this easily result in a conspicuous shortcomings of local minimum.
Genetic algorithm is adaptive random Global Optimization Algorithm. This algorithm will be every possible problems result from "chromosome" to describe. Through the chromosome replication, exchange and variations to find the optimal calculation. Its operation is the target of a feasible solution for a number of groups, with the nature of the characteristics of parallel computing, so its search speed, but it also shortcomings: First, some issues do not know in advance the value scope of variables; Second, rely entirely on random probability for optimal operation, it is difficult to obtain optimal solutions, a greater impact on human factors. In view of the above their existing problems, In this paper, genetic algorithms and neural network algorithm organically integrate, and make full use of their respective advantages of genetic neural network model constructed using genetic algorithm to train the neural network weights, Overcome the neural network of local Poles problems. Finally, this model is applied to traffic volume forecast for the test results. The results showed that this method is feasible traffic forecasting methods.
Basic principles of Genetic Algorithm
For the average parameter optimization, can be expressed as:
Genetic Algorithm [1] basic idea is: First, the optimization problem for a group of basic feasible solution ) , , (
for a group of binary encoding of the string, (Each string containing multiple sub-string, each sub-string in a one or a combination of several known as a gene, also known as chromosome), and then again some of these chromosomes parameter optimization and operations . Then, in order to achieve parameter optimization to operating these chromosomes.
Basic processes in genetic algorithm are including replication, exchange and variation, that implementation item process of optimization by imitation use the three methods.
Basic principles of neural network
The neurons is base unit in Neural networks [2, 3] ，an n-inputs i
were called transfer function(activation function). effect is as follows: output change from possible infinite field to finite field, and power processing of nonlinear by imitation the neurons.In this method system, it imitate one processor with multiple inputs and single output. among them: 
Based on genetic algorithm neural network weights learning
Here, through the repeated use of genetic algorithm optimization weights of neural network, until there is no longer any increase in average.
Decoding the parameters of this combination has been fully close to the best combination of parameters. On this basis, re-use neural network algorithm for them to fine-tune(trainings),this method has strong applicability.
According to need of the traffic forecasts, using multiple-input and multiple-output feed-forward neural network, the type of neural network algorithm used for BP. Its core ideal is the first given t group initial weights of network, using BP network algorithms training t group weight, and from the minimum and maximum levels corresponding by this t group weights determine the interval value of each weight. Following this, the use of specific coding to generating gene group and using genetic algorithm optimization. Genetic Algorithm chromosome is weights of the neural network. See Figure. 
Coding
Using real coding, various weight of the neural network to connect a long string according to a certain order, each location corresponding to a network weight in the string. This code means avoiding a coding error in the process of calculation, while reducing the time of the encoding and decoding, and improve the computational efficiency.
Evaluation function
All right value in chromosomes to be assigned to the network structure, training samples for input and output of network,
is evaluation function of chromosomes. In this,
Initialization process
In initial chromosome set, weights of network are determine base on the probability of random, initial weight is random numbers in uniform distribution on from -1.0 to 1.0.
Genetic Operators
The form of genetic operator is multifarious for all application of different, here, using operator of weight of crossover and mutation.
Operator of weight crossover, When offspring chromosome select the weights of each , crossover operator selected randomly a number of cross-cutting position form two-parent chromosome and cross computing in this generation of chromosome position. So, the offspring chromosome will contain two parental genes.
Operator of weight mutation, input every weights for offspring chromosome, operator select random a value in the distribution of the initial probability, then with the combined weight of the input position.
Selection Method
Here, using method of proportional options. Namely, choice random base on the value of formula (2) .
are the samples to learning, k y is real output of network. 
Improved Method for Parameters

Results and Discussions
Improved neural network algorithm optimization calculation model was established, In this paper, the advantages of this model using parallel computing and can be rapid and global search, such a model to resolve that the neural network model has inherent shortcomings, theses are the search slow and the local maturity easy. That model has also used the advantages of the neural network that has a strong ability described problems and has good adaptability for incomplete information, and compensate for the shortcomings of the genetic algorithm coding difficult. And this method has been applied to predict the volume of traffic, the results contrast with forecast of the genetic algorithms and the neural network model, and found that its significantly reduced error in the limited time, have a great degree of increase for forecast accuracy and efficiency. This shows, the predicted method is feasible, neural networks and genetic algorithms organic integration that is an effective tool can be used as predicted the volume of traffic.
